Since their introduction in 1954, cumulative sum (CUSUM) control charts have seen a widespread use beyond the conventional realm of statistical process control (SPC). While off-the-shelf implementations aimed at practitioners are available, their successful use is often hampered by inherent limitations which make them not easily reconcilable with real-world scenarios. Challenges commonly arise regarding a lack of robustness due to underlying parametric assumptions or requiring the availability of large representative training datasets. We evaluate an adaptive distribution-free CUSUM based on sequential ranks which is self-starting and provide detailed pseudo-code of a simple, yet effective calibration algorithm. The main contribution of this paper is in providing a set of ready-to-use tables of control limits suitable to a wide variety of applications where a departure from the underlying sampling distribution to a stochastically larger distribution is of interest. Performance of the proposed tabularized control limits is assessed and compared to competing approaches through extensive simulation experiments. The proposed control limits are shown to yield significantly increased agility (reduced detection delay) while maintaining good overall robustness.
Introduction
From a historical perspective, the advent of modern statistical process control (SPC) arose out of the post industrial revolution realization that to yield goods of acceptable quality a manufacturing process ought to operate within prespecified margins of error (in other words it ought to be stable or in control) [1] . In oversimplified terms, control charts are central to SPC and serve to continuously monitor a process to assess whether the observed deviations from the nominal process are due to mere chance (in control) or not (out-of-control) (see generally [1] [2] [3] ).
Control charts were first introduced by W. A. Shewhart in 1924 and gained widespread popularity following the publication of Shewhart's seminal monograph [4] in 1931. The following decades witnessed a substantial research interest and output resulting in important SPC developments including, but not limited to, cumulative sum (CUSUM) [5] and exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) [6] control charts as well as Bayesian approaches [7] [8] [9] . Only the former will be considered here; the interested reader is referred to [1] [2] [3] 10] for an exhaustive treatment of the subject matter and to [11] [12] [13] for a more concise overview.
Note that, as has been pointed out throughout the years by several prominent scholars [11, 14, 15] , to this date and despite considerable advances in nonparametric approaches, most control charts remain based on the normality assumption. Despite its appeal, the normal distribution clearly is rarely an appropriate model for real-world applications. According to Stoumbos et al. [11] there exists a fundamental disconnect between practitioners and researchers as well as a gap between applied and theoretical research: "The existence of these gaps is disturbing, because it means that most practitioners have received little of the potential benefit from the technical advances made in SPC over the last half-century." (see [11] at 993).
The present work aims to shrink the above-mentioned gap by providing ready-to-use tables of control limits for an adaptive self-starting distribution-free CUSUM suitable to a wide variety of applications where a process is monitored for a departure from the underlying sampling distribution to a stochastically larger distribution. While this procedure has previously briefly been outlined and used by this author in [16, 17] , respectively, it is first thoroughly proposed and assessed in the current work.
Following a review of some pertinent fundamentals in Section 2 we proceed by reviewing the adaptive distribution-free CUSUM, providing a simple, yet effective calibration algorithm and obtaining a set of control limits suitable for a wide variety of scenarios. The performance of the control limits obtained as outlined in Section 3 is then assessed through extensive simulation experiments, whose results are outlined and discussed in Section 4; it will be shown that the proposed control limits yield a significantly reduced detection delay while maintaining good overall robustness. Finally, our concluding remarks set out in Section 5 complete this work.
Parametric and Nonparametric Univariate CUSUM Control Charts
The following subsections concisely restate the parametric (normal) univariate CUSUM and McDonald's sequential ranks CUSUM (SRC) [18] . All considerations will be limited to the most basic task of detecting a positive shift in the mean of a sequentially observed process using one-sided control charts.
Conventional Parametric CUSUM
Let F and G denote normal distributions given as F ∼ N (µ 0 , 1) and G ∼ N (µ 0 + δ, 1). Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity, let µ 0 = 0 and δ = 1. Consider observing a sequence of independent random variables {x n , n ≥ 1} such that {x 1 , . . . , x τ−1 } ∼ F and {x τ , x τ+1 , . . . } ∼ G, i.e., a distributional shift F → G occurs at time instance τ. Assuming perfect knowledge of all parameters describing F and G (i.e., µ 0 and δ) Page's CUSUM [5] represents the gold standard change detection technique and can be computed sequentially as
The CUSUM signals, thereby declaring a distributional shift to have occurred, if
with h C and k C being the prespecified control limit and reference constant, respectively. The CUSUM's in-control average run length (ARL) is defined as the expected time until a change is signaled under F, i.e.,
Note that this is akin to a nominal type-I-error level in the realm of hypothesis testing and that hence the closeness of the actual in-control ARL to ARL 0 is commonly regarded as an indicator of the control chart's robustness [15, 19] . Accordingly, h C and k C are chosen such that ARL 0 is (at least approximately) attained when the observed process is in-control (see, e.g., [3, 20] ). It is well known that choosing k C = δ/2 is optimal [21] (see also [22, 23] ).
Sequential Ranks CUSUM (SRC)
Consider again the sequence {x n , n ≥ 1}; the sequential rank of x n is defined as
where (x) + is 1 for x > 0 and 0 otherwise. The SRC is then
with C SRC 0 = 0 and k SRC some reference constant. Akin to Equation 2, the SRC signals if C SRC n > h SRC . A crucial advantage of the SRC stems from the fact that, given the observed process is in-control, it can be shown (see [18] and references therein) that the quantities R n n+1 are independent and discrete uniform on { 1 n+1 , 2 n+1 , · · · , n n+1 } . Hence, in addition to the approach followed in [18] , h SRC for a fixed k SRC can be obtained through a straightforward Monte Carlo procedure (see, e.g., [24] at 12) without requiring any historical training data.
Adaptive Control Limit SRC (AC-SRC)
As will be shown in detail in Section 4, the actual applicability of the SRC is often hampered due to its virtually unacceptable performance in certain scenarios. More specifically, the SRC suffers from a lack of agility, i.e., given a distributional shift actually occurred the SRC may require an undue amount of time to signal (i.e., it exhibits a large detection delay); as will be shown, this is especially pronounced if a change occurs soon after monitoring commenced. In such case, the amount of data gathered by the SRC may be grossly insufficient, thus resulting in a prolonged time to signal. It should be noted that, as McDonald correctly points out (see [18] , pg. 628-629), the above mentioned lack of agility (compared to an optimal parametric approach) and the poor detection of changes occurring after a relatively small number of observations is to some degree inherent to all nonparametric procedures.
The idea behind the adaptive control limit SRC (AC-SRC) proposed by this author [16, 17] is to mitigate the SRC's drawbacks while maintaining its ease-of-use, robustness, and the ability to obtain generally valid control limits ahead of time. This is facilitated by the AC-SRC being inspired by and incorporating large parts of a distribution-free bootstrap based CUSUM proposed by Chatterjee and Qiu [19] . Said authors in 2009 proposed an elegant procedure where the conventional fixed control limit is swapped for a sequence of control limits obtained from the conditional distribution of the test statistic (i.e., the CUSUM) given the last time it was zero. Chatterjee and Qiu estimate these conditional distributions by means of bootstrapping; note that among other things this implies the need of a large amount of representative training data as well as a high computational burden. However, transferring the key idea of the approach by Chatterjee and Qiu to the SRC results in the AC-SRC described and analyzed in the following. Akin to the SRC described in Section 2.2 let R n and C AC-SRC n denote the sequential rank of x n and the respective SRC as provided by Equations (4) and (5), respectively. Furthermore, let Y AC-SRC j be a random variable following the conditional distribution
where T AC-SRC n , also referred to as sprint length, denotes the time elapsed since C AC-SRC n was last zero, i.e.
Central to the method by Chatterjee and Qiu is the fact that the conditional distributions in Equation (6) depend only on j and F but not on n [19] . Then for any positive integer j max ≤ n the (unconditional) distribution of C AC-SRC n can be approximated by means of the conditional distributions in Equation (6) as
with I being the common indicator function and Y * ∼ [C AC-SRC n |T AC-SRC n > j max ] . Since the AC-SRC is based on sequential ranks which, given the process is in control, are independent and discrete uniform on { 1 n+1 , 2 n+1 , · · · , n n+1 } (see Section 2.2) the sequence of control limits {h j } can be determined (ahead of time) without the need for training data by means of Monte Carlo simulations as outlined in Algorithm 1.
The AC-SRC then signals if T AC-SRC n = j and C AC-SRC n > h j for 1 ≤ j ≤ j max or if T AC-SRC n > j max and C AC-SRC n > h j max . Note that following recommendations by Chatterjee and Qiu the h j are only calculated up to a reasonably small j max after which, if the test statistic does not bounce back to zero, they are kept fixed at h j max . Furthermore, k AC-SRC is linked to j max such that a desired sprint length tET n , which is set to be proportional to j max (see Section 3.1), e.g., as tET n = 3j max 4 , is approximately attained by the average sprint length. That is, k AC-SRC :T AC-SRC n ≈ tET n = 3j max 4 .
Algorithm 1: Adaptive Control Limit SRC (AC-SRC)
Input : B, B 1 : number of Monte Carlo runs for main/fine-tuning procedure tET n : desired expected sprint length E{T AC-SRC n } , default is tET n = 3j max 4 ∆ : fraction (e.g., ∆ = 1 200 ) for fine-tuning
, · · · , n n+1 }; if C AC-SRC n = 0 for first time then save T AC-SRC n i = n and break ; end end
Part II: calculate {h j } j max j=1 for fixed k AC-SRC and j max for j = 1 to j max do Initialization:
Part III: calibrate the ARL (by fine-tuning {h j } j max j=1 )
Remarks on and Suggestions for the Selection of AC-SRC Parameters
The aim of this Section is twofold: first, to complete the description of the proposed procedure by justifying some seemingly completely arbitrary design choices of Section 3 , and second, to provide guidance to practitioners in order to facilitate the applicability of our method.
Average in-control and out-of-control run lengths, which are commonly referred to as ARL 0 and ARL 1 in the SPC literature, play a crucial role in the design and use of control charts. The ARL 0 characterizes the chart's propensity to false alarms in terms of the average number of samples they are separated by, whereas ARL 1 describes what we referred to as the control chart's agility, i.e., the average delay between the occurrence of an actual change and its detection. Clearly, then, there exists an inherent trade off between the objectives of low false alarm rates (large ARL 0 ) and small detection delays (small ARL 1 ). In this paper, we assume that the common approach of choosing an acceptable ARL 0 followed by attempts to minimize ARL 1 is pursued. The suitability of an ARL 0 highly depends on the particular problem at hand and is influenced, among other things, by crucial aspects such as weighting the aforementioned conflicting objectives to ensure compliance with requirements as well as detailed knowledge of the specific application. Accordingly, we find further discussions pertaining ARL 0 to be beyond the scope of this paper and, again, refer the interested reader to selected representatives of the established SPC literature [1] [2] [3] .
Recall that, given a fixed and pre-determined j max , Algorithm 1 starts out by calibrating k AC-SRC such that the average sprint lengthT AC-SRC n equals the desired sprint length tET n within a reasonable margin of error. Following Chatterjee and Qiu [19] ,we fix the desired sprint length tET n as a in theory arbitrary ratio of j max ; throughout this work tET n = 3j max 4 is used. Note that, although the rationale for linking k AC-SRC and j max is compelling, doing so is not required.
The behavior of the AC-SRC's test statistic C AC-SRC n is crucially influenced by the specific choice of k AC-SRC in that the propensity of C AC-SRC n bouncing back to zero decreases for smaller k AC-SRC (and vice versa for larger values of the reference constant). In other words, the average sprint lengthT AC-SRC n increases with a reduction of k AC-SRC , whereas increasing the reference value results in smaller sprint lengths. Furthermore, the sensible constraint of choosing tET n j max restricts the computational burden of Algorithm 1 and reasonably ensures its algorithmic stability. In fact, in the absence of constraints on j max and k AC-SRC , 'inappropriate' combinations such as, e.g., (very) large k AC-SRC and j max could easily result in the inability to evaluate Equation (6) which, in turn, is required in Part II of Algorithm 1 . While we find the aforementioned to establish sufficient and convincing justification for the choice of calibrating k AC-SRC such thatT AC-SRC n ≈ tET n = 3j max 4 holds, it is arbitrary in that other reasonable but not necessarily superior design choices are readily discernible (see [19] ).
As expected, and consistent with the considerations expressed by Chatterjee and Qiu [19] pertaining to their bootstrap-based method, we observed diminishing returns with increasing the length j max of the sequence of adaptive control limits {h j } j max j=1 . While we are unable to provide specific guidelines pertaining to the selection of AC-SRC's pertinent tuning parameters and further research in this area is required, we advocate the use of rather short sequences {h j } j max j=1 with 6 ≤ j max 30. Based on our current understanding and evidence, we recommend to set up the AC-SRC as discussed above and to adjust it to the requirements of the specific scenario by means of choosing either smaller or larger j max .
As will be corroborated by simulation results in Section 4.2, a reasonably consistent degree of fine-tuning is attainable with smaller j max allowing for good agility, whereas using slightly larger values for j max yields improved robustness at the expense of an increased detection delay.
Results and Discussion

Control Limits and Reference Values for the AC-SRC
Ready-to-use sets of reference constants k AC-SRC and respective sequences of control limits {h j } j max j=1 for combinations of ARL 0 and j max have been determined following the calibration procedure described in Algorithm 1. Again we emphasize that the main contribution of this work is in providing practitioners with a wide choice of predetermined control limits to be used out-of-the-box without requiring any further adjustments.
We used values for k AC-SRC calibrated such thatT AC-SRC n ≈ tET n = 3j max 4 and N AC-SRC = 5000, B = 5 · 10 4 , B 1 = 5000, ∆ = 1 200 . All result were further averaged over 200 Monte Carlo runs. To improve readability the tabularized sets of control limits {h j } j max j=1 and reference values k AC-SRC for ARL 0 = {100, 200, 300, 370, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000} and j max = {6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 , 18} are deferred to Tables A1-A11 in Appendix A. ARL 0 = 370 was included due to its popularity among practitioners, which stems from Shewhartx control charts using three-sigma limits having an in-control ARL of 370 (see generally [1] ).
Performance Evaluation of the Proposed AC-SRC
To obtain an accurate representation of the proposed AC-SRC's performance and put it into perspective we conducted simulation experiments to ascertain a control chart's detection delay (DD), in-control ARL, and false alarm rate (FAR). A shift in the process distribution from F ∼ N (0, 1) to G ∼ N (1, 1) occurring at various time instances τ was simulated. FAR in this context refers to instances in which a particular control chart signaled although the actual shift at time instance τ had not occurred yet. Results were obtained for τ = {10, 20, 30, 40, 50} , j max = {6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 , 18} , ARL 0 = {100, 500, 1000} and compared with optimal values for the parametric CUSUM (as provided in [3] ) and the conventional SRC (as provided in [18] ) for the respective ARL 0 as illustrated in Table 1 . All results were averaged over 2 · 10 5 Monte Carlo runs. Table 1 . Optimal control limits h and reference values k for the parametric cumulative sum (CUSUM) (C) and the conventional sequential ranks CUSUM (SRC) for ARL 0 = {100, 500, 1000} (ARL = average run length). Furthermore, the robustness of all three control charts to deviations from the normal distribution was assessed by simulating an impulsive noise environment through the use of a two component Gaussian mixture model, as is often done in related work (see [25] , pg. 176; see also [26, 27] ). Accordingly, instead of F ∼ N (0, 1), the in-control are modeled as
with 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 expressing the probability that contamination with the heavy-tailed component modeled using κ 1 occurs. Thus, again, at time instance τ a shift in distribution from F ∼ (1 − η) N (0, 1) + η N (0, κ) to G ∼ (1 − η) N (1, 1) + η N (1, κ) occurs. All reported results claiming impulsive noise contamination were obtained using η = 0.1 and κ = 100. Tables 2-4 show results of simulation experiments as outlined in Section 4.2 for the normal use case, i.e., a shift in distribution from F ∼ N (0, 1) → G ∼ N (1, 1) occurs at time instance τ. Clearly the parametric CUSUM's exceptional performance comes as no surprise considering its optimality if, as is the case here, the monitored process is actually Gaussian. Questions of greater interest concern whether or not a substantial performance difference between the SRC and the proposed AC-SRC can be observed.
Performance under Normality
Our qualitative assessment of performance differences will focus on differences among the examined control charts pertaining to:
• Detection delay (DD) -One of if not the major objective in practical applications is to detect a change as quickly as possible; hence, DD should be small (see also Section 3.1).
• Average run length (ARL)
-Recall that the ARL describes the average time or run length until the control chart signals under in-control conditions, i.e., without a change having occurred. The ARL is, loosely speaking, akin to the type-I error level in hypothesis testing. Rather than setting a false alarm rate control charts are typically designed by choosing a desired ARL 0 . The actual in-control ARL determined in our simulation experiment should be reasonably close to the nominal ARL 0 and we interpret this closeness as indicating the control chart's robustness.
• False alarm rate (FAR)
-Moreover, recall that even if the monitored process is in-control any CUSUM chart will eventually signal. Clearly there is a relation between FAR and ARL; however, since said relation and false alarm properties of CUSUMs in general are neither well explored nor straightforward, especially for rather small ARLs, a discussion is deemed beyond the scope of this work. The interested reader is referred to, e.g., [28] . Coming back to the issue at hand, as fas as our performance assessment is concerned FAR values should be as small as possible (ideally zero). Examining the entries of Tables 2-4 it can generally be observed that the proposed AC-SRC performs well, especially keeping in mind that the error margins allowed for in Algorithm 1 (namely up to 5% deviation from ARL 0 ) are fairly relaxed and could easily be tightened at the expense of an increased computational burden. Still, the proposed AC-SRC more often than not outperforms the conventional SRC in all aspects. More specifically, it is offers substantial benefits especially for larger ARLs and small to medium τ.
However, it ought also be pointed out that the AC-SRC does struggle to outperform the conventional SRC for ARL 0 = 100 as shown in Table 2 . Its overall performance however still appears acceptable. A likely cause stems from the fact that the sequential ranks approximation by an independent uniformly distributed random variable strictly speaking only holds asymptotically and convergence appears to be somewhat slow. Note that despite a deviation of up to 5% was allowed in the determination of the AC-SRC control limits the AC-SRC's actual ARL is remarkably close to ARL 0 and the FARs are consistently lower than both C and SRC. Finally, focusing on Tables 3 and 4 it is evident that the AC-SRC indeed results in an increased agility, as evidenced by substantially reduced detection delays.
Performance under Impulsive Noise Contamination
The second part of our performance analysis focused on assessing the performance of C, SRC, and AC-SRC when subjected to impulsive noise contamination (as described in Section 4.2). Recall that at time instance τ the distributional shift now occurs from F ∼ (1 − η) N (0, 1) 
The breakdown of the parametric CUSUM is hardly surprising and not worthy of further discussion; rather the interest lies in whether or not the benefits shown by the SRC in the uncontaminated use case persist if the underlying process is heavier tailed. Examining Tables 5-7 we answer in the affirmative. More specifically, while a slight increase in both DD and ARL deviation is observed, all material arguments raised in Section 4.2.1 apply mutatis mutandis.
In conclusion, we would like to re-emphasize the reasonably consistent degree of fine-tuning attainable by means of sensibly choosing j max , wherein smaller j max yield reduced detection delays at the expense of an increased type-I error rate, whereas larger j max result in improved robustness and decreased agility. 
Conclusions
In the present work we evaluated an adaptive self-starting distribution-free CUSUM based on sequential ranks and for the first time provided detailed pseudo-code of a simple, yet effective calibration algorithm. The main original contribution of this work, however, is in providing precomputed control limits and reference values for a wide variety of AC-SRC configurations, thus allowing practitioners to apply the procedure off-the-shelf without further adjustments and irrespective of the data generating model underlying their specific use case. Performance and robustness of the proposed tabularized control limits were assessed and compared to both parametric CUSUM and conventional SRC through extensive simulation experiments. While far from optimal, we were able to show that the proposed control limits result in a substantially decreased detection delay, while maintaining good overall robustness properties and allowing for easy and intuitive fine-tuning.
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